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ural repressor proteins which have been extracted from
other organisms, characterized, and tested in the circuit
host organism. Currently there are just a handful of such
proteins and this limits state-of-the-art circuits to less than
a dozen logic gates.
We propose using zinc-finger proteins (ZFP) as the
foundation for a novel cellular logic technology that is
scalable to hundreds if not thousands of gates. ZFPs are
known to be relatively easy to engineer such that they recognize almost any DNA sequence. A cellular logic circuit
based on a ZFP logic technology would use a ZFP with a
unique DNA recognition sequence for each signal. Since
all signal proteins are structurally similar, characterizing
them would be significantly easier than characterizing the
widely disparate natural repressor proteins used in current
cellular logic circuits.
This paper first provides some background on cellular logic circuits and zinc-finger proteins before introducing one possible ZFP cellular logic technology. We introduce the concept of inter-gate interference in the proposed technology and demonstrate that careful engineering of various binding energies can significantly reduce
the impact of such interference. We conclude with several
suggestions for improved ZFP cellular logic technologies.

Simple cellular logic circuits have been built by engineering the DNA of host cells. Similar to systems found in
nature, these circuits use repressor protein concentrations
as logic signals; a gate’s input repressors interact with the
cell’s DNA to influence the production of the gate’s output repressors. A limitation in building these circuits is
the number of unique repressor proteins available to use
as logic signals, and previous designs have consisted of
only a few gates.
In this paper, we propose a scalable cellular logic
technology with zinc-finger proteins acting as the unique
repressor logic signals. A zinc-finger protein binds to
DNA at a specific target site determined by the nucleotide
sequence, and zinc-finger proteins can readily be engineered to target almost any sequence. Our proposed
technology uses engineered zinc-finger proteins and target DNA sequences as a scalable solution to implementing independent logic gates. The technology additionally
attaches dimerization domains to the zinc-finger proteins
to enable cooperativity and provide logic gates with nonlinear gain. We analyze our proposed cellular logic technology, including the interference caused by interactions
between gates, and conclude that building robust circuits
with hundreds and even thousands of gates seems feasible.

2 Background
1 Introduction

This section provides some background and related work
concerning cellular logic as well as zinc-finger proteins.
Although the use of zinc-finger proteins in cellular logic
has been proposed previously [27], this is the first work
that we know of to examine a practical implementation.

Synthetic cellular logic circuits which directly control
biological cells have the potential to transform natural prokaryotic cells into a novel nanoscale engineering substrate. Such synthetic biological systems could
have far reaching impacts in a variety of fields such as
nanoscale semiconductor fabrication, biomaterial manufacturing, autonomous biosensing, and programmed therapeutics.
Current cellular logic circuits represent signals between
cellular gates with natural repressor proteins. This logic
technology is fundamentally limited by the number of nat-

2.1 Cellular Logic
Much of the previous work in synthetic cellular logic circuits has focused on engineering gene networks to implement the desired control system (see [9] for review).
The majority of these approaches co-opt natural repres1

Z

sor proteins for use as the fundamental digital logic primitive. Repressor proteins are gene regulatory proteins
which bind to DNA near the RNA polymerase promoter
site and thereby inhibit gene expression. Commonly used
repressor proteins include the lacI, tetR, and cI proteins.
Figure 1 illustrates the cI repressor system from the λ
bacteriophage [19]. In Figure 1(a), the cI gene is not expressed which allows the RNA polymerase to bind to the
Pz promoter and transcribe the regulated gene Z. In Figure
1(b), the cI gene is expressed and produces a large concentration of the repressor protein R. This repressor protein dimerizes and then cooperatively binds to an operator
near the Z gene usually overlapping with the Pz promoter
site. The bound R protein prevents the RNA polymerase
from binding to the Pz promoter, effectively suppressing
the expression of the regulated gene. The dimerization
and cooperative DNA binding increase the system’s cooperativity and introduce non-linearity into the system’s
transfer function.
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the cI repressor system
found in the λ bacteriophage: (a) the repressor gene is not
expressed and therefore the regulated gene Z is expressed,
(b) the repressor gene is expressed and therefore the regulated gene Z is not expressed.

If we consider the R protein concentration as the input
signal and the Z protein concentration as the output signal,
this simple repressor system is analogous to a basic digital
inverter [23]. For a logic one input (large R concentration)
the output is a logic zero (small Z concentration). For a
logic zero input (small R concentration) the output is a
logic one (large Z concentration). The non-linearity introduced by the system’s cooperativity has the potential
to make the system a regenerative inverter, meaning that
degraded input signals that are still within specific noise
margins will be restored to their full rail logic representation. This biochemical inverter is the basic primitive for
most of the recent work in cellular logic circuits, and there
has been quite a bit of work on experimentally characterizing as well as analytically modeling these logic gates
[23, 26, 27, 28].

2.2 Zinc-Finger Proteins (ZFPs)

Considered abstractly, a zinc-finger protein (ZFP) is a
sequence-specific DNA “clamp”, and ZFPs can provide
a handhold to arbitrary locations on a piece of DNA. By
far the most abundant DNA binding domain in eukaryotes [11, 20], ZFPs also have the potential to serve as
an invaluable component in synthetic biological systems.
With the basic ability to bind to any DNA site, ZFPs can
directly function as repressors by blocking RNA polymerase. Importantly, a ZFP DNA binding domain can
also be linked with an effector domain to enable a diverse range of applications [1, 11, 20]. Among many others, some effector domains include transcription factors
for gene activation or repression, restriction enzymes for
DNA cleavage, and dimerization domains for cooperative
binding.
A single Cys2 -His2 zinc-finger is a sequence of 30
More sophisticated gates have been designed which
use multiple inverters with a common output signal pro- amino acids with two conserved cystines and two contein or which use externally generated inducer molecules served histidines which interact with a zinc ion to form
to inhibit repressor proteins [26]. Others have explored a stable ββα fold [11, 20]. The α helix fits into the mathe logic gate characteristics of randomly interconnected jor groove of a DNA double-helix and its N terminus
repressor systems and have identified working NAND, typically recognizes a 3 base-pair sequence of DNA nucleotides. Key residues in the helix each make specific
NOR, and NOT IF gates [8].
base contacts, mostly to one strand of the DNA [16].
These basic cellular logic gates have been composed
Zinc-finger proteins are typically composed of multiinto larger circuits including a three inverter ring oscillator ple fingers fused together to recognize longer DNA se[5], and a simple digital flip-flop [6]. Most of the previ- quences. For example, the Zif268 protein (the first used to
ous work in cellular logic gates has used a small number study ZFP-DNA binding) consists of three fingers which
of unique repressor proteins, and as a consequence such recognize a 9 bp DNA site (Figure 2). Just a few fingers
systems are limited to an equally small number of digital in a ZFP go a long way in specifying a unique DNA locagates. Before researches can investigate larger and more tion: for random DNA sequences, a 9 bp sequence would
complex circuits, a more scalable solution is needed to al- occur once every 260 thousand base-pairs, and an 18 bp
low hundred or even thousand gate systems.
sequence constructed out of six ZFPs would occur once
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Using Direct Composition to Construct ZFPs — Fortunately, the target-site overlap problem can be easily
avoided for a subset of DNA target sequences. A library
of 16 individual zinc-fingers can be constructed which
recognize 4 bp sites of the form 5’-GNNG-3’ (where N
can be any of the four bases, A, C, G, or T). These domains can then be composed into ZFPs in which each finger targets a 5’-GNN-3’ triplet (e.g. to target sites of the
form 5’-GNNGNNGNN-3’), and, by design, the targetsite overlap problem is mitigated [4, 21]. This technique
is commonly referred to as parallel selection, but we believe that direct composition is a more useful description
of the construction process. Experimental selection must
only be used to build and optimize the initial library of
fingers, after which new ZFPs can be directly constructed
Figure 2: Zif268 tertiary structure: (a) the Zif268 DNA by combining fingers from the library; indeed, new ZFPs
binding protein showing three zinc fingers (red, yellow, can be produced in a matter of hours using standard PCR
and violet) bound in the major groove of the DNA (blue), methods [20]. The parallel selection technique has re(b) the amino acid residues and the bases they bind too cently been enhanced with domains that can recognize
where positions -1, 2, 3, and 6 are with respect to the 5’-ANN-3’ triplets [3], allowing any sequence which constart of the ZFP alpha helix. (Figure copied from refer- forms to a repeating 5’-RNN-3’ pattern (where R is G or
ence [11])
A) to be targeted; in this way, a small library of finger
domains can be used to target half of all possible DNA
sequences.
every 69 billion base-pairs.
We believe that directly composing poly-finger ZFPs
A crucial feature of ZFPs is their versatility in targeting arbitrary DNA sequences. When the key residues from a small pre-designed library of zinc-finger domains
in a zinc-finger are modified, the ZFP is changed to tar- will probably prove to be the most useful construction
get a different DNA sequence. Various researchers have method in synthetic biological systems. The convenience
randomized these key residues to create libraries of zinc- of this method makes it the standard for building ZFPs in
fingers which recognize particular three base sub-sites; many research labs and companies [20]. To deal with the
this has commonly been done by modifying one finger reduced set of recognition sites, a common approach is
to automatically search a target DNA sequence of interest
of Zif268 and selecting with phage display [16].
for potential binding sites that can be targeted by the zincfinger domains available in the library [11]. Although use2.2.1 Engineering ZFPs
ful, this technique would be unnecessary in synthetic sysA common design goal is the construction of a poly-finger tems where the target site can be engineered. Researchers
ZFP that recognizes some particular DNA sequence. This claim that, in the end, careful use of a pre-designed limight be an existing sequence in a genome or an engi- brary makes target-site overlap a non-issue when directly
neered sequence in a synthetic system. Several solutions composing ZFPs [1].
to this problem exist, with the merits of each depending
Using Selection to Construct ZFPs — As an alon the specific requirements.
ternative to direct composition, selection can be used
A ZFP Recognition Code? — Early hopes for a
code [2] to fully predict ZFP–DNA interactions based on
the key zinc-finger residues and the DNA bases have not
materialized. In actuality, the ZFP–DNA interaction is
quite complex and each finger typically recognizes 4 bp
(or more) with a large variety of contacts between side
chains and bases [16]. The most straightforward solution to constructing a poly-finger ZFP, combining individual fingers which each recognize a 3 bp sub-site, does
not usually succeed because the target sites of neighboring fingers overlap and arbitrary finger combinations may
conflict.

to iteratively construct ZFPs. The sequential selection
technique constructs a poly-finger ZFP one finger at a
time [7, 31, 30]. Each iteration of the process uses a library of ZFPs which are each composed of a set of anchor
fingers and one randomized finger. After multiple rounds
of phage display selection and amplification, the random
finger which best matches the target sub-site is chosen,
and it is used as one of the anchors in the new library of
ZFPs constructed for the next round. Any interactions between neighboring fingers and sub-sites are accounted for
since each finger is sequentially selected in the appropriate context. Sequential selection enables the construction
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of ZFPs which target arbitrary DNA sequences, regardless
of finger target-site overlap. However, multiple rounds of
library construction and selection are required, making the
technique inaccessible for most laboratories [1, 20].
A more recently developed ZFP construction method is
bipartite selection [10]. This technique also uses sequential phage display selection to account for target-site overlap; however, it does not require a new library of ZFPs
to be constructed for each iteration. Instead, two fixed libraries contain ZFPs with one-and-a-half fingers randomized (one library is randomized at the N terminal, and one
at the C terminal). The additional half-finger randomization allows for the selection to account for inter-domain
interactions. The bipartite selection technique is more
tractable than sequential selection, but it still requires 10–
14 days to create new ZFPs [20].

Zif268 was extended with random 15-residue peptide sequences, then selected and optimized to evolve sequences
that mediate dimerization.
An interesting dimerization mechanism found in nature is the ability for zinc-finger domains to themselves
enable dimerization and cooperativity. For example,
the serendipity δ Drosophila melanogaster ZFP contains
seven fingers [17]. Six Cys2 -His2 fingers function as the
DNA binding domain, while the sixth finger additionally
acts together with a seventh Cys2 -Cys2 zinc-finger motif
to function as the dimerization domain. Multiple ZFPs
interact to form homodimers and bind to DNA cooperatively. Another example of zinc-fingers used for dimerization is seen in the Roaz rat ZFP which contains 29 Cys2 His2 zinc-finger domains [24]. The first seven fingers
function as the DNA binding domain, and other fingers
are involved in both homodimerization and heterodimerization.

ZFP Linkers — An important consideration in constructing ZFPs is how the individual fingers are linked together. A canonical five-residue (TGEKP) linker is used
in many naturally occurring ZFPs [11, 16]. For ZFPs
with more than two or three fingers, a longer more flexible linker leads to improved binding constants; apparently
this is due to reduced strain in the DNA binding [12, 15].

2.2.3 ZFPs for RNA

2.2.2 ZFP Dimers

Another intriguing, though less well understood, aspect
of ZFPs is their ability to bind RNA. An example found
Creating ZFP dimers is an important way to enhance their
in nature is TFIIIA, a nine-finger ZFP which binds to
target site affinity and specificity, as well as to enable
both DNA and the 5S ribosomal RNA genes of Xenopus
cooperative binding [16]. Effector domains that provide
laevis. Unfortunately, from a synthetic engineering perdimerization can readily be attached to ZFP DNA binding
spective, zinc-finger interaction with RNA is significantly
domains. A simple example system attaches the dimermore complex than that with DNA [13]. The major groove
ization domain of Gal4 to two Zif268 fingers [18]; this
of an undistorted RNA double-helix seems to be too deep
construct recognizes two 6 bp symmetry-related subsites
to allow a ZFP’s α-helix to make specific base contacts as
separated by a 13 bp spacer, and achieves a dissociation
it does with DNA. Instead, ZFPs interact with the back19
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constant of 7 8 10 M corresponding to half-maximal
bone of an RNA double-helix in a non base-specific manbinding at a monomer concentration of 0.9 nM.
ner. However, RNA molecules form complex stable strucAn improved system attaches the leucine zipper dimertures, and in these ’loop’ regions a zinc-finger is able to
ization domain of GCN4 directly to the ZFP α helix Cspecifically recognize the exposed bases.
terminus to give a more rigid dimer interface and to allow
recognition of a contiguous DNA sequence [32]. This
An encouraging example indicates that the α-helix of a
Zif23-GCN4 protein achieves a dissociation constant of ZFP can in fact be used to recognize bases in the major
9 18 10 18M 2 . However, ZFP dimers bind opposite groove of an RNA double-helix if it is sufficiently disstrands of the DNA helix, and thus provide the unique torted [14]. The Rev protein contains two purine-purine
opportunity for the target sites to overlap; a 2 bp over- base pairs that help widen the RNA double-helix allowing
lap improves the dissociation constant to 3 50 10 19M 2 . Rev’s α-helix to bind the RNA in a base-specific manFurthermore, by randomizing and optimizing the linker ner. The experiment shows that a single-finger ZFP with a
between the domains, the dissociation constant was im- compatible α-helix binds similarly. The interaction of the
proved to 1 41 10 21M 2 . Additionally, the work de- ZFP with the RNA double-helix is presumed to be much
scribes how alternative leucine zippers (cJun and cFos) more intimate than that with a DNA double-helix, involvcan be used to allow ZFP heterodimers to recognize asym- ing six rather than four residues making base-specific conmetrical DNA binding sites.
tacts and other residues making contacts to align the ZFP
Another scheme uses peptide sequences as the dimer- with the groove. This means that single-finger ZFPs may
ization domain for ZFPs [25]. A two-finger domain from be sufficient for RNA recognition.
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of the proposed zinc-finger repressor system

3 Proposal

cific victim gate (for example, ZFRP A in Figure 3) might
dimerize with the ZFRP from a different attacker gate (for
example, ZFRP X in Figure 3). This inter-gate interference decreases the concentration of ZFRP A dimers and
at high ZFRP interference concentrations, could cause the
victim inverter to incorrectly change its output. The next
section will use analytical models to illustrate that careful
engineering of the dimerization energy can reduce intergate interference while still providing the cooperativity
needed for a regenerative logic technology.

We propose a new class of proteins called zinc-finger repressor proteins (ZFRPs) as the basis for a scalable cellular logic technology which will enable hundreds of gates
within a single cell (see Figure 3). ZFRPs are very similar to the engineered Zif23-GCN4 protein in that they
are composed of two domains: a two-finger ZFP DNA
binding domain which is engineered to recognize a specific operator and a leucine zipper dimerization domain
[32]. ZFRPs differ from the Zif23-GCN4 protein since
the dimerization energy for ZFRPs may need to be engineered as discussed below.
A circuit can contain many gates each with its own
unique ZFRP and matching operator. The maximum number of unique ZFRPs is limited by the number of unique
DNA sequences a ZFRP dimer can recognize (termed the
ZFRP’s encoding space). Although a ZFRP dimer recognizes 12 base pairs, our proposal uses ZFRP homodimers
which reduces the encoding space to 46 . Additionally, we
envision using direct composition to engineer the ZFRP
recognition sequences which further reduces the encoding
space by a factor of two (see Section 2.2.1). Thus, the final encoding space for our design is 2048. A robust design
will probably use less than the maximum encoding space
to help increase specificity, and thus a reasonable design
would have on the order of hundreds of unique ZFRPs.
Figure 3 illustrates how the ZFRPs dimerize and then
bind to the promoter region of the regulated gene Z. The
17 base spacer between the -35 and -10 regions typical
in σ70 bacterial promoters is engineered to match the corresponding ZFRP. Although all gates have ZFRPs with
unique DNA binding domains, all ZFRPs have a common
dimerization domain. This means that a ZFRP for a spe-

4 Analysis
In this section we develop an analytical model for the
ZFRP system proposed in the previous section. This
model is based on the set of chemical reaction equations
listed in Table 1. Equations (a) and (b) model ZFRP repressors (denoted with the symbol R) dimerizing and then
binding to the appropriate operator (denoted with the symbol O). Equations (g) and (h) model protein synthesis
and decay (the output protein is denoted with the symbol
Z). These four equations are sufficient to model systems
with strong dimerization energies, but for weaker dimerization energies these equations fail to capture the cooperative binding of monomers to the operator. Equations (c)
through (f) broaden the model to account for both dimerization off the DNA and also the cooperative binding of
monomers to the DNA. Equations (i) and (j) complete the
model by including the affects of inter-gate interference
(the interference protein is denoted with the symbol X).
Table 1 illustrates how the equilibrium dissociation constants can be derived for all but Equations (g) and (h) from
a given dimerization and operator energy.
Previous researchers have measured engineered three
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Table 1: Chemical equations used in the ZFRP analytical model

4.1 Basic Cooperativity

finger ZFPs as having nanomolar dissociation constants
[2, 32]. This corresponds to a DNA binding energy of
approximately -12 kcal. If we assume that DNA binding energy scales linearly with the number of recognized
bases, we can estimate the binding energy for a single finger ZFP to be -4 kcal. Therefore, for this work we assume our two-finger ZFRP monomers have a DNA binding energy (Eop ) of -8 kcal to -9 kcal. The Zif23-GCN4
protein has a macroscopic dissociation constant on the order of 10 18 M2 which corresponds to a binding energy
of -24 kcal. Since the Zif23-GCN4 protein also uses twofinger ZFP DNA binding domains we can approximate the
isolated dimerization energy (Edim ) to be approximately
-6 kcal to -8 kcal. For this work we further assume that
it is possible to create ZFRP variants with phage display
which decrease Edim as desired.

We first analyze cooperativity in a basic repressor system
(without interference). In addition to the equations in Table 1, we note that if OT  is the total operator concentration, then:
OT  

O 

RO  

OR  

R2O 

(1)

and if RT  is the total repressor concentration, then:
RT  
RT 



R   2  R2  
R   2  R2 

RO  

OR   2  R2O 

(2)

where the simplification is based on the assumption that
OT 
RT  .
The fraction of operator not bound (free) is:
O

OT 

The rest of this section discusses cooperativity in the
model before investigating inter-gate interference and its
influence on an appropriate operating regime. The section
finishes by examining a representative transfer curve for
a ZFRP inverter, and the effects of inter-gate interference
on this transfer curve.
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After dividing the top and bottom of this equation by O  ,
and substituting from Table 1, the equation simplifies to:
O

OT 
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Eop = -8 kcal). The cooperative binding curves show a
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star indicates where half of the operator sites are bound.
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where:

increases, and eventually returns to 0 when the dimerization energy overpowers the operator binding energy.
JR R O 
KR  R  KR2  O
For operator binding energies greater than -5 kcal, the cooperativity
begins to plateau at a dimerization energy of
KO  R  KOR R

around
-4
kcal.
This energy corresponds to a KR R of
(5)
KR  O  KRO  R

2 4  10 4 M, which indicates the total repressor concenEquation 4 gives the fraction of operator not bound as a tration for the dimerization inflection point (half the refunction of the free repressor concentration R  . To deter- pressors are dimers at this concentration).
mine R  as a function of RT  , we substitute for R2  in
Equation 2 based on the dimerization relation in Table 1, 4.2 Inter-Gate Interference
and then use the quadratic formula to derive:
To model interference between different gates, we define

QT  to be the total concentration of repressors, including
8  RT 
KR R
R 
1
1 
(6) both the input to the gate of interest RT  and the interferKR R 
4 
ing signals XT  :


QT  

We note that when RT   KR R , R   R2T (meaning
that half of the total repressors are free and half are bound
as dimers) as expected. We term this point the dimerization inflection point.
Figure 4 shows how the bound operator percentage depends on the total input repressor concentration for varying dimerization energies (Edim ). When Edim  0 kcal, the
repressor monomers bind to the two operator sites independently; the curve tracks that predicted by a simpler
model with no dimerization (monomer, 2 sites). As the
dimerization energy becomes stronger, a lower concentration of repressor is needed for operator binding to occur. More importantly, the cooperativity causes the slope
of the binding curve to increase. Eventually, when the
dimerization energy becomes strong enough, all of the repressors exist as dimers and the curve tracks that predicted
by a simpler model with a covalently bound monomer.
To further analyze cooperativity, we create hill plots
like those shown in Figure 5. This is an alternative view
of essentially the same data as Figure 4. For these curves,
r is the ratio of the bound repressor concentration to the
total operator concentration:
r

RO  

RT  

XT 

(7)

Then, we derive the total free repressor concentration Q 
as a function of QT  as in Equation 6:



Q 
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(8)

This equation makes use of the fact that KX  X  KR  R .
The free repressor concentration for the gate of interest
R  is simply computed as the appropriate fraction of the
total free repressor concentration:
R 

Q

RT 
XT 

(9)

We use this value as the input to Equation 4 to determine
the free operator fraction.
Edim
-2
-4
-6
-8

OR   2  R2O 
OT 

Table 2: KR 

and n is the number of operator binding sites (2 in this
case). As demonstrated by the star markers in Figures 4
and 5, the hill plot positions the middle of the operator
binding curves (where nr  12 ) at y  0. The slope of the
curves at this point gives the hill coefficient, a measure of
cooperativity where a value of 1 indicates no cooperativity and a value of 2 indicates maximum cooperativity (for
dimerization of two monomers).
The hill coefficients are shown in Figure 6 as a function
of the dimerization energy for various operator binding
energies. As expected, the coefficient is 1 when Edim  0,
increases to a maximum of 2 as the dimerization energy

R

KR R (M)
3 6  10 2
1 3  10 3
4 5  10 5
1 6  10 6








as a function of Edim

Figure 7 shows how interference affects the operator
binding curves for various dimerization energies. Table 2 shows the dimerization inflection points for the four
dimerization energies used in Figure 7. Inter-gate interference begins to have an impact on the operator binding
curves when XT  is about an order of magnitude less than
the dimerization inflection point. Once XT  reaches the
inflection point, half of all ZFRPs in the cell are dimerized. When XT 
RT  , this means that half of RT  is
squandered. This effect can be seen in Figure 7; as XT 
increases more input repressor RT  is required to transition the gate (i.e. the operator curves move to the right).
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4.3 Operating Regime
As shown in Figure 7, interference can shift the operator
binding curves. If these shift during operation, the variance reduces the noise margins of the gates, and in the
worse case it could cause a “one” output of one gate to be
interpreted as a “zero” input to another gate or vice-versa.
Since the amount of interference depends on the state
of all gates in the cell, we can not rely on maintaining any
particular interference concentration. Instead, we wish to
characterize a system that is functional up to some maximum interference threshold, and then guarantee that this
maximum is never exceeded. Figure 7 and Table 2 demonstrate that the dimerization energy determines the maximum interference concentration that can be tolerated before the operator binding curves begin to shift. To reduce interference, we want Edim to be as weak as possible.
However, Edim must be strong enough to enable cooperativity; as shown in Figure 6 cooperativity plateaus at an
Edim of around -4 kcal. When Edim = -4 kcal an interference concentration of up to around XT = 10 4 M can be
tolerated (see Figure 7). We will show in the following
section that it will be unlikely for this maximum to be exceeded.
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4.4 Transfer Curves

Operator % Bound

100

We now investigate the resulting transfer curves for ZFRP
systems which operate in the regime suggested by the previous section. The following differential equation is derived from Equations (g) and (h) in Table 1.
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At equilibrium, d Z   dt  0 and Equation 4 can be used
to express O  as a function of free repressor, yielding the
following function for Z  .
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This is the final transfer curve with Equation 6 providing R  as a function of RT  . For this work we assume
kx  kdeg  500 [22] and OT  10 9 M [19].
The solid dark line in Figure 8 is a representative transfer curve, and this curve is similar to the transfer curves in
the literature [22, 26, 28]. Notice that this transfer curve
is non-linear and has regions where the gain is greater
than one and other regions where the gain is less than one.
These are the hallmarks of a well-formed single-input digital logic device. Table 3 is a characterization of the ZFRP
gate corresponding to the transfer curve in Figure 8. Assuming a single protein has a concentration on the order of

−5

10



Figure 7: Cooperative binding with interference.

9

10 9 M, this ZFRP gate will produce approximately 500
output proteins when the input is a logic zero. This gate
has a gain greater than four at the point on the curve where
the input protein concentration equals the output protein
−7
x 10
5
concentration. Notice that this transfer curve can be used
No Interference
−4
as an effective logic gate even though there is little noise
X = 1x10 M
4.5
T
−4
attenuation for a logic zero input (low repressor concenX = 5x10 M
T
−3
4
X = 1x10 M
trations). This is because any noise amplification from a
T
logic zero input will be quickly attenuated when this sig3.5
nal is propagated as a logic one into the succeeding logic
3
stage.
In characterizing the transfer curve, we maximized
2.5
the high and low noise margins with the constraint that
2
they were approximately equal. These noise margins are
shown in Figure 8 with the horizontal and vertical dashed
1.5
lines. The noise margins are approximately 2 6 10 8 M
1
which is on the order of 25 proteins. These noise margins
are tight, and a stochastic modeling approach is probably
0.5
necessary to further investigate the implications of protein
0
synthesis
noise in such systems. This work, however, fo0
1
2
3
4
5
−7
cuses
on
inter-gate
interference and its affect on a victim
Repressor Concentration (Rt) (M) x 10
ZFRP gate.
Figure 8 shows that increasing the interference concenFigure 8: Transfer curve for increasing concentrations
of inter-gate interference. Dashed lines denote optimal tration pushes the transfer curve up and to the right. This
noise margins. (System parameters: kx  kdeg = 500, OT = can cause faulty logic behavior amongst ZFRP gates as
well as at the boundary between gates which use ZFRPs
10 9 M, Eop = -8 kcal, Edim = -4 kcal)
and gates which use a different logic technology.
Large interference concentrations on the order of
10 3 M, can cause the inverter in Figure 8 to output an
incorrect logic value. If the input to a given inverter is
2 5 10 7 M (a logic one), then without inter-gate interference this inverter will have an output of 0 25 10 7 M
(a logic zero). If this same inverter is now experiencing
inter-gate
interference, then its output will be an ambiguParameter
Value
ous 1 1 10 7 M. Subsequent gates which are not experiencing inter-gate interference can easily misinterpret
Operator Energy
-8 kcal
Dimerization Energy
-4 kcal
this protein concentration as the wrong logic value. Even
Synthesis to Decay Ratio
500
though at equilibrium all ZFRP gates within the same cell
Operator Concentration
1 10 9 M
will experience similar amounts of interference (and thus
Max Protein Concentration
5 10 7 M
have very similar transfer curves), transient effects could
Gain at in = out
4.3
still
cause serious problems for sequential logic.
Max Output Logic Low Concentration 3 0 10 8 M
Since the inter-gate interference will vary across differMin Output Logic High Concentration 2 5 10 7 M
ent
cells, this type of noise can cause problems with inter8
Max Input Low Concentration
5 5 10 M
cell signaling. The unpredictability of logic value repreMin Input High Concentration
2 3 10 7 M
sentations would make designing robust inter-cell signalLow Noise Margin
2 5 10 8 M
ing mechanisms very difficult. For example, assume that
High Noise Margin
2 8 10 8 M
a system uses Vibrio fischeri autoinducer (VAI) for intercell signaling as described in [29] and further assume that
the LuxI gene which produces VAI is the output of a ZFRP
Table 3: Typical ZFRP Gate Characterization
gate. Then inter-gate interference can cause significant
variation in the amount of VAI produced, possibly sending an invalid signal to a neighboring cell.
As discussed in Section 4.3, careful engineering of the
Output Protein Concentration (M)
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dimerization energy can help reduce the affects of intergate ZFRP interference. Figure 8 shows that inter-gate
interference has little influence on the transfer curve for
interference concentrations less than 10 4 M. The maximum output protein concentration for a single gate is
5 10 7 M (Table 3), so a cell using the ZFRP logic technology could potentially have 10 4  5 10 7  200 gates.
Since the encoding space for the proposed ZFRP system
is on the order of hundreds of gates (derived in Section 3),
this seems like a reasonable limitation.












5 System Improvements
Although the proposed ZFRP system exhibits good characteristics and allows for a reasonable number of gates per
cell, there is still room for improvement both in terms of
evaluating the system and in improving the system itself.
Extending the equilibrium model presented here to include non-equilibrium behavior would help quantify the
speed of the system and allow one to investigate the affect of inter-gate interference on gate delay. As mentioned
earlier, using a discrete model as opposed to a continuous
model would allow one to include the effects of stochastic
noise in protein synthesis. Of course actually implementing the proposed system in a live cell colony is the best
way to know if the ZFRP logic technology is a viable alternative to traditional techniques.
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Figure 10: Possible system improvements: (a) increased
cooperativity, (b) differential logic families, (c) RNA mediated dimerization.

There are several ways in which the ZFRP proposal itself can be improved. One of the most obvious is to increase the cooperativity in the system to create more robust logic gates. Figure 9 shows that increasing cooperativity creates transfer curves with greater gain in the
switching region. Higher cooperativity also decreases the
gain near the low and high logic values which results
in better noise attenuation. The system sketched in Figure 10(a) would provide a cooperativity of four. The system would use both leucine zipper and Gal4 dimerization domains to allow dimerization between four different
monomers.
As discussed in Section 4.4, the proposed system would
handle several hundred gates. To scale the system to a
larger number of gates, one would need to investigate new
ways to mitigate inter-gate interference. One option is to
use a differential logic family where each logic gate accepts and produces both true and complement versions of
its inputs and outputs. Figure 10(b) illustrates implementing a simple inverter in this differential logic style and
shows how the repressors are always in complementary
states. The net result is that the inter-gate interference
concentration would be constant regardless of the actual
state of the system, and therefore the ZFRP gates could
be engineered to work well with this constant interference.

One serious limitation to this approach is simply the factor
of two increase in the number of required ZFRP proteins.
Some analysis would be required to determine under what
conditions the total repressor concentration could exceed
the volume or metabolic capacity of the cell.
To completely eliminate inter-gate interference, one
might envision engineering the ZFRP dimerization domains. Each unique ZFRP would have both a unique
DNA binding domain and a unique dimerization domain.
One possibility is to actually use a zinc-finger protein as
the dimerization domain. Figure 10(c) illustrates how an
engineered strand of RNA could be used to mediate the
dimerization between two ZFRP monomers. There are
several challenges to this approach including ZFP-RNA
binding and RNA degradation issues. Nevertheless, using
ZFPs and RNA to create unique dimerization domains is
an intriguing possibility.

6 Summary
We have introduced a novel cellular logic technology
based on zinc-finger proteins which is scalable to several
hundred logic gates. A simple continuous model is developed to describe this new technology and the model is
used to demonstrate that such a system can implement effective digital logic gates. We show that careful engineering of the dimerization energy can reduce inter-gate interference while still providing high levels of cooperativity.
Finally, we have identified several key directions for further research including more highly cooperative ZFP logic
technologies, differential logic families, and engineered
dimerization domains.
Synthetic cellular logic circuits promise to usher in
a new era of innovation and discovery, but current approaches are stifled by logic technologies which cannot
scale to more than a few tens of gates. Cellular logic technologies based on zinc-finger proteins can enable hundreds if not thousands of gates and thus break through the
current scalability wall.
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